
Tripod

Product Name: Tripod 80005 Product Number: 80005

Description Heavy duty telescope tripod for all Elwis task lamps

1-2 x TL2-R (80020) or 2 x X2 (80032) or 2 x X4 (80034) or 2 

x TL2000R (80040) or 2 x TL5000 (80045)

Specifications

Tripod:

Material Steel

Full useable length Approx. 200 cm

Useable length of inside telescopic tube Approx. 70 cm

Folded length Approx. 105 cm

Steel bar:

For mounting of the lamps on top of the tripod

Steel bar size (cm) 68.6 x 3.33 x 1.56

Amount of holes 7

Diameter of holes (mm) 8.5 (fit M8 finger screws)

Extra comments Both ends closed with a hard plastic stopper

Screw set:

Material Black steel

Fastening the task lamp to the steel bar 4 x finger screws (M8 x 50 mm beneath the screw collar)

Fastening the steel bar to the tripod bar 1 x finger screws (M8 x 50 mm beneath the screw collar)

Fastening the finger screws to the steel bar 4 x wing nuts (M8) & 4 x steel washers (for M8 finger screws)

Extra comments Supplied in one small PE bag with bar code and text label

General Information

Total tripod weight (g) 3630

EAN code box (1 pc) 57 03296 80005 1

EAN code outer carton (4 pcs) 57 03296 80006 8

Harmonized standard code 7326909890

Packaging

Description "PRO" design printed box with label

Colour box size (cm) 17 x 15 x 111

Colour box weight (g) 4500

Carton quantity (pcs) 4 pcs (outer carton)

Carton size (cm) 112.5 x 35.5 x 32 (outer box)

Carton weight (kg) 19.5

Features

Twist clockwise to lock the steel bar

Twist counter clockwise to unlock the steel bar

Possibility to extend and adapt the height 

X2, X4, TL2000R, TL5000: screw on to the steel bar using the finger screws and nuts supplied in the screw set.

TL2-R: screw on to the steel bar using the Clip Connector supplied with the lamp.

X4: Velcro band supplied with the lamp can be used to fix X4 extra and/or to fix the cable to the tripod/steel bar.

All lamps can be fixed underneath or on top of the steel bar (depending on which way you want them to tilt).
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